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on board the 'aquitania/
1922,
... I find a ship the next worst thing to jail! and
rather like it. Small, stuffy cabin and crowds of people
round you that you don't want.
We had some of the usual English at our table, who
started abusing Ireland and libelling Dev. the first
night. We told them what we thought of them and
got ourselves put on to another table for breakfast.
I've not been ill, though things were charging about
the tables one day and every one was rushing from
wall to wall in their progress across the room. At
night, too, I couldn't sleep, because of the way I was
banged about.
I'm sure I hate a big boat and would never like a
voyage. It's so luxurious and yet so uncomfortable and
such an inactive, lazy life, with nothing to do but eat,
sleep and look at freaks. The only nice thing is the sea,
and you are so far from it, it might not be there at all.
There are no birds. There were porpoises one day,
also a whale which made a fountain that calught the
sunlight. For the rest you have miles and miles of
dirty water.
I already wish that I was home again. It's awful
not to be there at such a moment. The difficulties
ahead are colossal, not the least of the problems being
that for a very long time (perhaps for always) we shall
each and all of us be suspicious of everything and every-
one. In fact, I sometimes wonder if the rank and file
will ever trust a leader again.
I wouldn't be a bit surprised if the Army, or some of
it, started out doing things on its own. The domestic
enemy are doing a very wrong thing; both wrong and
foolish, not only for the sake of the country but for
their own sakes. They are conducting a campaign

